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Unit 8

-Read the following passage.

Go back to the roundabout? (Reading

Many years ago, there were two young brothers; Ahmed and Ali, who 
worked hard to help their father every summer. They went to the far 
away water well to fill up water buckets, then take them to their 
neighbours for money.
One hot summer day, while the brothers were helping their father, 
Ahmed fell and spilt all of his bucket on the ground, so he got so upset. 
The father helped Ahmed get up and then told the boys: “A heavy 
bucket gets lighter when brothers help each other carry them.”
Next, the brothers helped each other carry each bucket and the 
bucket was not as heavy as it used to be. Only then they understood 
that life gets easier when people help each other.

Q.A- Fill in each gap with the correct answer.

Name:----------------------

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Ministry of Education-2020

Q.A- Fill in each gap with the correct answer.

1- Ahmed and Ali helped their father every ________________.

2- The brothers took the water buckets to their ________________.

3-The  _____________ helped Ahmed get up

Q.B- Answer the following questions.

1. Where did the brothers get the water from?

_________________________________________________________
2. Why did Ahmed get upset?

________________________________________________________

3. According to the story, how does life get easier?

_______________________________________________________

Date:   /   /Go back to the roundabout? (Reading-Lesson5) 

Many years ago, there were two young brothers; Ahmed and Ali, who 
worked hard to help their father every summer. They went to the far 
away water well to fill up water buckets, then take them to their 

One hot summer day, while the brothers were helping their father, 
Ahmed fell and spilt all of his bucket on the ground, so he got so upset. 
The father helped Ahmed get up and then told the boys: “A heavy 
bucket gets lighter when brothers help each other carry them.”
Next, the brothers helped each other carry each bucket and the 
bucket was not as heavy as it used to be. Only then they understood 
that life gets easier when people help each other.

Fill in each gap with the correct answer.

Class: ------------

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Fill in each gap with the correct answer.

Ahmed and Ali helped their father every ________________.

The brothers took the water buckets to their ________________.

The  _____________ helped Ahmed get up.

Where did the brothers get the water from?

_________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

According to the story, how does life get easier?

_______________________________________________________
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Q.A- Fill in each gap with the correct answer.

1- Ahmed and Ali helped their father every ________________.

2- The brothers took the water buckets to their ________________.

3-The  _____________ helped Ahmed get up
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father

The brothers got the water from the far away water well.

Ahmed got upset because he fell and spilt his bucket on the ground.

Life gets easier when people help each other.
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Fill in each gap with the correct answer.

Ahmed and Ali helped their father every ________________.

The brothers took the water buckets to their ________________.

The  _____________ helped Ahmed get up.

Where did the brothers get the water from?
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According to the story, how does life get easier?
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summer
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The brothers got the water from the far away water well.

Ahmed got upset because he fell and spilt his bucket on the ground.

Life gets easier when people help each other.


